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elephants are known for their impeccable etiquette? It’s true! This
hilarious guide to good manners offers many fun teaching moments for
kids and their parents—it covers all the basics for the preschool set, from
saying “please” and “thank you” to sharing and being kind to others.
Filled with bright, adorable illustrations in Hello!Lucky’s inimitable style,
young children will love learning about manners with this delightful,
sturdy board book.
The Great Irish Science Book - Luke O'Neill 2019-10-04
Join Trinity's Professor Luke O'Neill on the greatest journey of them all.
From the very big to the very small - vast galaxies to microscopic atoms travel through the wonders of the universe, the mysteries of the human
body, and the tiny world of molecules. Discover the Irish scientists that
have helped to shape our world and find out how to become one yourself.
How do we measure the universe? Why do we need plants? How do our
bodies repair themselves when we are ill? What species will exist on
earth in a million years' time? Discover the answers to these questions
and a lot more in this thrilling and engrossing book packed with
fascinating phenomena, vibrant illustrations, experiments you can do
yourself, and heaps of fun facts.
Children of the Rising - Joe Duffy 2015-10-08
Children of the Rising is the first ever account of the young lives violently
lost during the week of the 1916 Rising: long-forgotten and never

When Lola Visits - Michelle Sterling 2021-05-18
Four starred reviews! In an evocative picture book brimming with the
scents, tastes, and traditions that define a young girl’s summer with her
grandmother, debut author Michelle Sterling and illustrator Aaron Asis
come together to celebrate the gentle bonds of familial love that span
oceans and generations. For one young girl, summer is the season of no
school, of days spent at the pool, and of picking golden limes off the
trees. But summer doesn’t start until her lola—her grandmother from the
Philippines—comes for her annual visit. Summer is special. For her lola
fills the house with the aroma of mango jam, funny stories of baking
mishaps, and her quiet sweet singing in Tagalog. And in turn, her
granddaughter brings Lola to the beach, to view fireworks at the park,
and to catch fish at their lake. When Lola visits, the whole family gathers
to cook and eat and share in their happiness of another season spent
together. Yet as summer transitions to fall, her lola must return
home—but not without a surprise for her granddaughter to preserve
their special summer a bit longer. * BookPage Best Books of the Year *
The New York Public Library's Best Books of the Year * Kirkus Best
Books of the Year * An ALSC Notable Children's Book of the Year * A
CCBC Choices Pick of the Year *
Kindness Rules! (A Hello!Lucky Book) - Hello!Lucky 2019-04-09
Manners don’t come naturally to everyone! But did you know that
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commemorated, until now. Boys, girls, rich, poor, Catholic, Protestant no child was guaranteed immunity from the bullet and bomb that week,
in a place where teeming tenement life existed side by side with
immense wealth. Drawing on extensive original research, along with
interviews with relatives, Joe Duffy creates a compelling picture of these
forty lives, along with one of the cut and thrust of city life between the
two canals a century ago. This gripping story of Dublin and its people in
1916 will add immeasurably to our understanding of the Easter Rising.
Above all, it honours the forgotten lives, largely buried in unmarked
graves, of those young people who once called Dublin their home.
Michelle Obama - Anna Doherty 2019-10-17
This is the absolutely astonishing, fantastically feminist and, best of all,
totally true story of one amazingly inspirational global icon! Meet the
marvellous Michelle Obama: A+ student, passionate piano player, and a
girl who's not afraid to dream big. Determined to make the world a
better place, the grown up Michelle gets to work in helping the
community in whatever way she can. But then she meets and falls in love
with Barack Obama, who is equally passionate about changing the world
and he tells her he wants to become the first African American President
of the United States, Michelle knows it's time to really find her voice...
This inspiring, empowering and fantastically feminist book is the perfect
gift for young rebels with big dreams!
British Museum: Find Tom in Time, Ancient Egypt - 2020-06-02
Join Tom on a time-travel adventure to ancient Egypt . . . if you can find
him!
I Look Up To... Ruth Bader Ginsburg - Anna Membrino 2018-10-02
If you can see it, you can be it! Introduce your child to your role models
with this series of inspirational board books. It's never too early to
introduce your child to the people you admire! This board book distills
Ruth Bader Ginsburg's excellent qualities into deliciously illustrated little
baby-sized bites, with text designed to share and read aloud. Each
spread highlights an important trait, and is enhanced by a quote from
RBG herself. Kids will grow up hearing the words of this influential
woman and will learn what YOU value in a person! The I LOOK UP TO . .
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. series aims to shine a spotlight on women making a difference in the
world today, and to encourage young kids to follow in their footsteps!
This is Ireland - Miroslav Sasek 1964
Full-color paintings capture the beauty of the Irish scene. Grades 5 and
up.
Facts! - Tracey Turner 2017-09-07
Discover a fact for everyone, everyday, in this book. Explore a world of
topics, from hilarious animals, to unbelievable-but-true science facts,
mind-blowing space stats, to incredible human achievements. You can
even look up what extraordinary event happened on your birthday! Did
you know that Ancient Romans used wee to whiten their teeth, and to do
their laundry' Or have you heard of the parrotfish, which covers itself in
a cosy, thick layer of its own slime before it goes to sleep' Why not
celebrate New Year's Eve like the Estonians- tuck into seven meals to
give you strength for the year ahead. Delicious! It 's most important to
know that you should never shake hands with a bushbaby- the animals
pee on their paws so that they leave a smelly trail wherever they go. Find
out all this and much, much more, with enough facts for even the most
curious reader. Also includes seasonal and on this day ' facts for added
curiosity and fun, plus a completely random mix of everything else you
can imagine. These facts are brought to life with stylish, full colour
illustrations from Fatti Burke. Her charmingly beautiful artwork makes
this a book to keep coming back to.
The Little Book of Irishisms - Aimee Alexander 2021-03-02
If an Irish person said to you, "Gimmie that yoke," would you think they
were talking about an egg? If so, 99% of the time, you'd be wrong. How
about banjaxed, bockety or craic? Any idea what they mean? The Little
Book of Irishisms is for anyone who wants to understand the Irish, not
just our words but how we are as people, relaxed about some things,
picky about others. It's also for those who'd like to sound Irish, even just
for Paddy's Day. You'll learn tricks to Irishify your chat - and how to
avoid those clangers that people think we say but never do, like the
classic, "Top of the morning to you." If you're coming to Ireland and want
to fit right in, this book's for you. If you can't make it, here's a way of
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visiting in spirit. "Go on, go on, go on. You will, you will, you will," to
quote the infamous Irish comedy, Father Ted. The Little Book of
Irishisms is the perfect novelty gift for St. Patrick's Day, as a Christmas
stocking filler, or at any time to someone who appreciates what it means
to be Irish.
The Great Irish Politics Book - David McCullagh 2021-10-22
The latest book in the Gill Books series of important topics tackled by
experts, this engaging guide demystifies political systems, elections,
voting, and government, and explores issues including human rights,
freedom of speech, and fake news.
What the Dinosaurs Saw - Fatti Burke 2022-02-15
With amazing facts and awe-inspiring illustrations, What the Dinosaurs
Saw is a vibrant depiction of the earliest days of our universe and life on
Earth. Our whole universe began as a tiny dot, filled with so much hot,
dense energy that it burst. This event was the Big Bang, and from the
remnants of that explosion, our whole universe was born. From those
earliest beginnings 3.5 billion years ago to the mighty dinosaurs who
roamed Earth 250 million years ago, this is the story of how life adapted,
evolved, and survived exploding stars, flying meteoroids, and natural
disasters. Watch our world come to life amid bubbling volcanoes and
electrical storms in this vibrantly illustrated account of life on Earth
before humans.
Ireland - Ann Poeschel 2017-12-15
Ireland has an intriguing and ancient history. Often associated with Saint
Patrick, leprechauns, and fairies, Ireland offers many more interesting
events, sights, and traditions to its visitors. This book captures the
country's language, economy, environment, celebrations, and more
through brightly colored pages filled with fun facts, vivid photographs,
and easy-to-read language. Readers learn what makes Ireland the
country it is today.
The Legend of the Icelandic Yule Lads - Heidi Herman 2015-03-11
The Legend of the Yule Lads is well-known among Icelanders and has
been passed down from generation to generation for over 1,500 years.
The country's rich history of legends and folktales featuring a host of
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mystical creatures is reflected in this unique Christmas tale about trolls.
However, like many of Iceland's legends, the story of the Yule Lads is
virtually unknown outside of the country. This particular story can be
traced back to 13th Century and the Snorri Sturlson's Edda. The Edda
refers to the recognized mother of the Yule Lad's, a horrible ogress
named Gryla. In that time, Gryla and her many troll offspring were said
to terrorize children, hauling badly behaved children off in great burlap
bags to be later eaten. The tales of Gryla and the Yule Lads became so
gruesome and disturbing that in 1746 a public decree was issued to
forbid parents from using these stories to terrify children. In the years
since, the Yule Lads' character has been softened from horrible trolls to
mischievous tricksters. As the legend goes, the Yule Lads come down
from the mountain, one each day starting 13 days before Christmas. They
stay through Christmas Day, then leave, one each day, in the order they
arrived. In 1932, a popular poem was written about the Jolasveinarnir
[Yule Lads] by Johannes from Kotlum and it first appeared in the book
Jolin Koma [Christmas is coming]. As presented in Johannes poem, each
of the Yule Lad's name reflects their particular brand of mischief.
Stekkjastaur (Sheep Cote Clod) starts things off on December 12th and is
best known for stealing sheep's milk. Giljagaur (Gulley-Gawk) arrives the
next day and is preoccupied with sneaking into the barn to steal cow's
milk. Stufur (Shorty) steals bits of food left on frying pans while
Thvorusleikir (Spoon-licker) steals spoons from the kitchen to lick and
Pottasleikir (Pot-licker) steals pots and pans for the leftovers. Askasleikir
(Bowl-licker) arrives next and sneak awa
British Museum: Find Tom in Time, Ancient Rome - 2020-06-02
Join Tom on a time-travel adventure to ancient Rome . . . if you can find
him!
The Great Irish Farm Book - Darragh McCullough 2020-09-18
Everything your child needs to know about Irish farms! Did you know
that there are almost 2,000,000 pigs in Ireland? And that sheep have
rectangular pupils, which means they have amazing vision? Would you
believe only 10 per cent of the milk produced in Ireland is consumed
here? And that hens are pregnant for 21 days, but a horse can be
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pregnant for up to 345 days? How about the fact that despite our love of
spuds, grass is Ireland's top crop, covering 3,700,000 hectares, while
potatoes cover only 9,000 hectares? From the farmer's day to the
changing of the seasons, from animals and crops to machinery and
technology, and from ancient times to the modern day, The Great Irish
Farm Book will take you on a fascinating journey through life on an Irish
farm.
Brian Boru - John Burke 2019-03-22
Learn about the life and times of Brian Ború in the second book in John &
Fatti Burke's Little Library Get ready to make your knowledge a bit
bigger by learning all about the warrior king that was Brian Ború. Brian
Ború grew up in a large warrior family over 1,000 years ago in Killaloe,
Co Clare. One of twelve sons, Brian and his brothers practiced raids on
other counties from the River Shannon. Eventually, Brian's army and
navy grew to be so big that he became King of all Ireland. But up in
Dublin, the Vikings were invading. So he gathered his men and went into
battle ...
Irelandology - Rachel Pierce 2021-09-02
Everything Ireland - a celebration of the Irish people, their rich culture
and fascinating history.
Curiositree: Natural World - AJ Wood 2016-07-12
A first introduction to the natural world that looks at the myriad ways in
which plants and animals have adapted to give themselves the best
chance of survival. Natural World explores and explains why living things
look and behave the way they do in a series of visually compelling
information charts.
Irelandopedia - Fatti Burke 2015-10-15
This breathtakingly exciting book discovers Ireland, county by county, as
you've never seen it before!
Pigín of Howth - Kathleen Watkins 2016
Pigín, a very popular pig in the seaside town of Howth on Dublin Bay,
joins his friends, Sammy Seal, Sally Seagull, the badger of Ballsbridge,
and the fairies of Howth Castle on a series of adventures.
Tales from Old Ireland - 2000
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Offers readers a collection of tradition Irish tales featuring characters of
legend and lore.
The Rebels of Ireland - Edward Rutherfurd 2009-02-24
Edward Rutherfurd’s stirring account of Irish history, the Dublin Saga,
concludes in this magisterial work of historical fiction. Beginning where
the first volume, The Princes of Ireland, left off, The Rebels of Ireland
takes us into a world transformed by the English practice of “plantation,”
which represented the final step in the centuries-long British conquest of
Ireland. Once again Rutherfurd takes us inside the process of history by
tracing the lives of several Dublin families from all strata of society –
Protestant and Catholic, rich and poor, conniving and heroic. From the
time of the plantations and Elizabeth’s ascendancy Rutherfurd moves
into the grand moments of Irish history: the early-17th-century “Flight of
the Earls,” when the last of the Irish aristocracy fled the island; Oliver
Cromwell’s brutal oppression and confiscation of lands a half-century
later; the romantic, doomed effort of “The Wild Geese” to throw off
Protestant oppression at the Battle of the Boyne. The reader sees
through the eyes of the victims and the perpetrators alike the painful
realities of the anti-Catholic penal laws, the catastrophic famine and the
massive migration to North America, the rise of the great nationalists
O’Connell and the tragic Parnell, the glorious Irish cultural renaissance
of Joyce and Yeats, and finally, the triumphant founding of the Irish
Republic in 1922. Written with all the drama and sweep that has made
Rutherfurd the bestselling historical novelist of his generation, The
Rebels of Ireland is both a necessary companion to The Princes of Ireland
and a magnificent achievement in its own right.
Irelandopedia Activity Book - Fatti Burke 2016-03-15
Irelandopedia is a breathtakingly exciting collection of natural wonders
and exciting experiences from every corner of Ireland. Children will love
this tie-in activity book in which they can colour, spot the difference, test
their knowledge and search throughout Fatti Burke's amazing
illustrations.
The Irelandopedia Quiz Book - Shauna Burke 2017-03-24
A quiz books of facts, trivia, and unusual knowledge of Ireland, perfect
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for classrooms, long journeys, or simply learning up to impress your
friends and family! Ages 10 and up.
The Nutcracker - words&pictures 2020-10-20
Step inside the classic story of The Nutcracker. With gentle, engaging
text, beautiful illustrations, die cut and layered pages, all of which
encourage the reader to interact with the book and turn each page to
delight in the increasingly expansive spreads.
A Perfect Equation - Elizabeth Everett 2022-02-15
A PopSugar and BookBub Most Anticipated Romance of 2022! How do
you solve the Perfect Equation? Add one sharp-tongued mathematician to
an aloof, handsome nobleman. Divide by conflicting loyalties and multiply
by a daring group of women hell-bent on conducting their scientific
experiments. The solution is a romance that will break every rule. Six
years ago, Miss Letitia Fenley made a mistake, and she’s lived with the
consequences ever since. Readying herself to compete for the prestigious
Rosewood Prize for Mathematics, she is suddenly asked to take on
another responsibility—managing Athena’s Retreat, a secret haven for
England’s women scientists. Having spent the last six years on her own,
Letty doesn’t want the offers of friendship from other club members and
certainly doesn’t need any help from the insufferably attractive Lord
Greycliff. Lord William Hughes, the Viscount Greycliff cannot afford to
make any mistakes. His lifelong dream of becoming the director of a
powerful clandestine agency is within his grasp. Tasked with helping
Letty safeguard Athena’s Retreat, Grey is positive that he can control the
antics of the various scientists as well as manage the tiny
mathematician—despite their historic animosity and simmering tension.
As Grey and Letty are forced to work together, their mutual dislike turns
to admiration and eventually to something...magnetic. When faced with
the possibility that Athena’s Retreat will close forever, they must make a
choice. Will Grey turn down a chance to change history, or can Letty get
to the root of the problem and prove that love is the ultimate answer?
Constance Markievicz - John Burke 2019-08-30
The third book in the Little Library series. When your collection is
complete, you'll have a little library - and big knowledge! Discover the
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REVOLUTIONARY that was CONSTANCE MARKIEVICZ! Constance
Markievicz grew up in Co. Sligo in the late 1800s with a dream: she
wanted Ireland to become free and the people to be treated fairly. She
spent her life working to make these things happen. With rebellion in the
air, she was asked for advice on how a lady should dress. Her answer?
'Dress suitably in short skirts and strong boots, leave your jewels in the
bank and buy a revolver.' And the Easter Rising began ...
I Look Up To... Serena Williams - Anna Membrino 2019-06-11
If you can see it, you can be it! Introduce your child to powerful feminist
role models with this series of inspirational board books. It's never too
early to introduce your child to the people you admire! This board book
distills tennis superstar Serena Williams's excellent qualities into an
eminently shareable read-aloud text with graphic, eye-catching
illustrations. Each spread highlights an important trait, and is enhanced
by a quote from Serena herself. Kids will grow up hearing the words of
this powerful, determined woman and will learn what YOU value in a
person! The I LOOK UP TO... series aims to shed a spotlight on women
making a difference in the world today, and to encourage young kids to
follow in their footsteps! Look for other books in the series about
Michelle Obama, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, and Malala Yousafzai!
I Look Up To...Oprah Winfrey - Anna Membrino 2019-11-05
If you can see it, you can be it! Introduce your child to powerful feminist
role models with this series of inspirational board books. It's never too
early to introduce your child to the people you admire! This board book
distills powerhouse guru Oprah Winfrey's excellent qualities into an
eminently shareable read-aloud text with graphic, eye-catching
illustrations. Each spread highlights an important trait, and is enhanced
by a quote from Oprah herself. Kids will grow up hearing the words of
this powerful, determined woman and will learn what YOU value in a
person! The I LOOK UP TO... series aims to shed a spotlight on women
making a difference in the world today, and to encourage young kids to
follow in their footsteps! Look for other books in the series about
Michelle Obama, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Serena Williams, Malala
Yousafzai, and Misty Copeland!
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Historopedia Activity Book - John Burke 2017-03-29
A large-format children's activity book based on the people, culture, and
history of Ireland. Ages 6 and up.
Amelia Earhart - John Burke 2017-09
Amelia Earhart, one of the most famous aviators in history, earned glory
and celebrity in a profession dominated by men. She took her first flying
lesson in 1920 and within two years had established a world altitude
record. More records followed, and in 1932 Earhart became the first
woman to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean. In 1937, on a leg of what
was planned as an effort to fly around the world, Earhart and her
navigator, Fred Noonan, disappeared over the Pacific Ocean. Her
disappearance remains one of aviation's greatest mysteries. Book jacket.
The Book of Shadows - E.R. Murray 2016-09-09
The follow up to the critically acclaimed children's title The Book of
Learning. • A magical story with an Irish setting for readers aged 9–12
years; appeals to both boys and girls. • The follow-up to the Dublin
UNESCO City of Literature Citywide Read 2016: The Book of Learning. •
An exciting fantasy adventure from the publishers of the Arthur Quinn
series. In this exciting follow-up to the Dublin UNESCO City of Literature
Citywide Read 2016, The Book of Learning, heroine Ebony Smart is
settling into her role as guardian for the Order of Nine Lives. All seems
quiet until she receives a peculiar silver box from an anonymous sender
and is tasked with returning it to a mystery owner. Ebony discovers that
Zach and Judge Ambrose have allied with a powerful ancient demon, and
are more determined than ever to steal her soul and control the fate of
the world. To defend the Order and defeat the demon, Ebony and her pet
rat, Winston, must unravel the mystery of the silver box, free the trapped
souls in the Reflectory and mount a daring rescue. Can she find the
strength and courage needed to defeat the enemy, prove herself the
rightful guardian and save all of their lives?
Kids Travel Journal - Lunar Glow Journals 2014-06-17
Kids Travel Journal: My Travel Diary for World Travel Is your family
planning a vacation adventure? Then give your kids a fun travel journal
to engage their minds and collect their vacation memories for a lifetime.
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Have you ever found your kids bored on a family trip? Wouldn't it be
great to offer them something other than a video game to keep them
occupied? This travel journal for kids is a perfect vacation buddy that
offers prompts to really trigger their imagination. Imagine how much fun
your kids will have filling out their travel diary with prompts that ask
them to draw and write about the experieces of the places they have
visited. And for those younger travelers, there's plenty of "Check the
Box" type questions and simple fill in the blank questions that mom and
dad can easily share in the fun. Plus this travel diary also comes with
travel games for kids like hangman, tic tac toe and more. It's perfect for
early writers and kids on the verge on writing. Here's what your kids will
love best: • Log the places they have traveled • Fill in the blank travel
pages like: My Passport, Our Vacation Itinerary • Free doodle pages to
draw their favorite moments of the trip • Log and rate their experiences
with new foods • Collect all their tickets in their scrap pages This kids
travel journal includes much much more including my packing check list,
my five senses and other travel activities for kids. So pick it up today and
get started by clicking the button above. Most commonly suited for
children ages 4 - 7. Page Count: 100 PagesBinding: Trade PaperSize: 8.5"
x 11"Language: EnglishColor: Full Color Cover / Black & White Interior
13 Buildings Children Should Know - Annette Roeder 2009-04-23
The world's most iconic buildings are made accessible and exciting for
young readers in this colorful introduction to architecture that changed
the world. Children’s fascination with buildings is a natural outgrowth of
their curiosity about anything strange or huge or complex. This unique
book brings together thirteen architectural wonders that have intrigued
children for years. Through activities such as games, quizzes, drawings
and other activities, it teaches them the history behind each of the
buildings, and presents fascinating facts about the design, historical use,
and construction techniques. This book features pyramids built by men
with pulleys, a tower that leans, an opera house shaped like a sailboat, a
museum built like a spiral, and the most recent example, a "bird’s nest"
stadium where the 2008 summer Olympics were held. Each of these
buildings and more are introduced to young readers through lively texts
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and illustrations that will serve to heighten their interest and knowledge
about the world’s most important architecture, and perhaps inspire them
to dream and build on their own.
Tom Crean: the Brave Explorer - Little Library 4 - John Burke 2020-02-14
Tom Crean was one of ten children who grew up on a farm near Anascaul
in County Kerry. He loved adventure and, at the age of 15, he ran away
to join the British Navy and sail around the world. While his ship was
moored in New Zealand, Tom met Captain Robert Scott. Scott's dream
was to be the first person ever to reach the South Pole and he asked Tom
to join his crew. Get ready to discover epic tales of endurance, bravery
and determination in this inspiring life story of Tom Crean.
Captain Tom Moore - Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara 2020-11-24
From the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover
the life of Captain Tom Moore, the veteran who raised over £30 million
for the UK's National Health Service during the 2020 coronavirus
pandemic. Once there was a humble boy from Yorkshire, England called
Tom, who was born with his feet firmly on the ground. His determination
and courage saw him and his comrades through the worst crisis the
world had ever known: World War Two. So when a new crisis struck in
2020, just before his 100th birthday, Captain Tom knew just what to do.
Aiming to raise £1,000 for the NHS by walking 100 laps of his garden,
his story soon became known all over the world, with people donating so
much that he quickly raised over £30 million! Captain Tom's story shows
us that, by coming together, we can dream bigger than ever, and that
when the going gets tough, you just have to keep on walking. This
inspiring book features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at
the back, including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a
detailed profile of the Captain's life. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a bestselling series of books and educational games that explore the lives of
outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and activists.
All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with
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a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of
all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple
sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The
hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers.
Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme.
Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools
provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible
to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will
change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!
British Museum: Find Tom in Time, Ancient Greece - 2021-07
A brilliantly fun search-and-find puzzle book for children from 6+,
developed in consultation with the British Museum!
I Look Up To... Malala Yousafzai - Anna Membrino 2019-06-11
If you can see it, you can be it! Introduce your child to powerful feminist
role models with this series of inspirational board books. It's never too
early to introduce your child to the people you admire--such as Malala
Yousafzai, the activist for girls' education and Nobel Peace Prize winner!
This board book distills Malala's excellent qualities into an eminently
shareable read-aloud text with graphic, eye-catching illustrations. Each
spread highlights an important trait, and is enhanced by a quote from
Malala herself. Kids will grow up hearing the words of this inspiring
woman and will learn what YOU value in a person! The I LOOK UP TO...
series aims to shed a spotlight on women making a difference in the
world today, and to encourage young kids to follow in their footsteps!
Look for other books in the series about Michelle Obama, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, and Serena Williams!
Daideo - Áine Nı́ Ghlinn 2014-02
A boy on the run from his parents. An old man on the run from his
children. They meet on a train to Dublin and listen to each other's
stories. They understand each other. What will be the result of this new
friendship?
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